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Abstract 
The Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient Unitized Structure (PRSEUS) is a structural concept 
that was developed by The Boeing Company to address the complex structural design aspects 
associated with a pressurized hybrid wing body aircraft configuration. An important design 
feature required for assembly is the integrally stitched T-cap, which provides connectivity of the 
corner (orthogonal) joint between adjacent panels. A series of tests were conducted on T-cap 
test articles, with and without a rod stiffener penetrating the T-cap web, under tension (pull-off) 
and bending loads. Three designs were tested, including the baseline design used in large-
scale test articles. The baseline had only the manufacturing stitch row adjacent to the fillet at the 
base of the T-cap web. Two new designs added stitching rows to the T-cap web at either 0.5- or 
1.0-inch spacing along the height of the web. Testing was conducted at NASA Langley 
Research Center to determine the behavior of the T-cap region resulting from the applied 
loading. Results show that stitching arrests the initial delamination failures so that the maximum 
strength capability exceeds the load at which the initial delaminations develop. However, it was 
seen that the added web stitching had very little effect on the initial delamination failure load, but 
actually decreased the initial delamination failure load for tension loading of test articles without 
a stiffener passing through the web. Additionally, the added web stitching only increased the 
maximum load capability by between 1% and 12.5%. The presence of the stiffener, however, 
did increase the initial and maximum loads for both tension and bending loading as compared to 
the stringerless baseline design. Based on the results of the few samples tested, the additional 
stitching in the T-cap web showed little advantage over the baseline design in terms of structural 
failure at the T-cap web/skin junction for the current test articles. 
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Introduction 
The Pultruded Rod Stitched Efficient Unitized Structure (PRSEUS)1 is a structural concept 
that was developed by The Boeing Company (Boeing) to address the complex structural design 
aspects associated with a pressurized hybrid wing body (HWB) aircraft configuration as shown 
in Figure 1. The HWB has long been a focus of the NASA Environmentally Responsible Aviation 
(ERA) Project, with structures development primarily addressing the pressurized, non-circular 
fuselage portion of the HWB. PRSEUS is an integral structural concept whereby skins, frames, 
stringers and tear straps are all stitched together, then infused and cured in an out-of-autoclave 
process. Skins, flanges, and webs are composed of layers of carbon material that are knitted 
into multi-ply stacks.  A single stack has the thickness of 0.052 in. and comprises seven plies 
with stacking sequence [+45, −45, 0, 90, 0, −45, +45] and percentages of the 0, 45 and 90-
degree fibers equal to 44.9, 42.9, and 12.2, respectively. The PRSEUS concept is shown in 
Figure 2 as it has been applied to pressurized HWB fuselage structure. The concept has 
evolved out of stitching technology development from several NASA-Boeing and AFRL-Boeing 
programs starting in the 1990’s.2-5 The key to the PRSEUS concept is the pre-cured, pultruded 
rod that is contained within the stringer wrap plies and that passes through the frames, providing 
an uninterrupted load path through the acreage in the stringer direction. At the same time, the 
full-depth frame stiffener is also continuous, except for the keyhole through which the stringer 
passes, providing an uninterrupted load path in the direction perpendicular to the stringer. 
These efficient structural stiffening members provide the majority of the panel stiffness, 








Figure 2. Typical PRSEUS concept. 
Throughout ERA, the building block approach has been used to design, analyze, build, and 
test HWB PRSEUS structural components leading to an 80% scale center portion of the HWB 
as shown in Figure 3 (identified as the Multi-Bay Pressure Box (MBB) in the lower right portion 
of the figure). The MBB began testing in the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) Combined 
Loads Test System (COLTS) Facility6, 7 in April 2015, and was subjected to a series of load 
conditions. A photograph of the test article between the platens in the COLTS Facility and a 
graphical representation of the COLTS arrangement are shown in Figure 4. The platens were 
rotated to apply mechanical loads to the test article. Five loading condition combinations were 
applied to the pristine MBB in a series of experiments, first up to design limit load (DLL) and 
then up to design ultimate load (DUL) levels for each condition. These loading conditions were 
1) an internal pressure load alone; 2) a load simulating a 2.5-g wing up-bending condition which 
subjects the crown panel to compressive loads; 3) a -1-g wing down-bending condition which 
subjects the crown panel to tensile loads; 4) a combination of pressure and -1-g wing down-
bending; and 5) a combination of pressure and 2.5-g wing up-bending. Details of the MBB 
testing, load conditions, and results are presented in References 8-10. 
An important design feature of the MBB is the integrally stitched T-cap, shown in Figure 5 as 
the magnified portion of the panel, which provides connectivity of the corner joint between 
orthogonal panels and enables determinant assembly. The integrally stitched T-cap was 
introduced in the composite semi-span test article that was tested at LaRC as part of the 
Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) Wing Program.11-13 In Figure 5, the test specimen 
harvest pattern for various test articles is shown, with the T-cap harvest area identified by the 
red highlighting and the T1 and T2 labels. The stringer and frame locations and labels are also 
shown. The T-cap is a blade configuration with a web attached to the adjacent panel, and with 
flanges integrated into the skin region of the panel as shown in Figure 6. The stacks that 
comprise the web are those that wrap at its base to make up the outer and inner flanges. Inner 
refers to the pressurized side (pressurized portion interior), and outer refers to the 
unpressurized side (exterior) of the T-cap web. Filler material, referred to as the noodle, was 
inserted into the cavity created by the flange wrap radii and the skin stacks. The baseline T-cap 
has stitches at the locations indicated by the dashed light green lines in Figure 6. When 
incorporated into the final structure, the integral T-cap web height is trimmed according to the 
3 
fastener pattern to reduce weight. A close-up view showing the effect of trimming on the integral 
T-cap joining the MBB crown to the upper bulkhead is shown in Figure 7, with the integral T-cap 
being incorporated into the crown panel. T-caps were first integrated and tested for PRSEUS 
panels in the Pressure Cube, which is highlighted in Figure 3 with the MBB, where the 
highlighted region indicates the only PRSEUS test articles that have the integral T-caps. The 
Pressure Cube was loaded under only pressure load and was tested at the COLTS Facility.14, 15 
While being loaded under pressure, the T-caps are both pulled in tension and bent about the 
base. During testing of the Pressure Cube, areas of delamination were detected in the region of 
the T-cap base and radii (web/skin interface).16 In order to better characterize the performance 
of the T-cap, a series of bending and tension tests were conducted on several designs of the T-
cap. This paper presents and summarizes the test results for the T-cap tension and bending 
tests. 
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Figure 5. Alternate center keel panel with integral T-caps. 
Figure 6. T-cap configuration showing test article cross-section, with light green dashed lines 

























































































Figure 7. Close-up of crown integral T-cap on MBB. 
The objectives of the T-cap testing were as follows: 
• Determine the failure loads for various T-cap configurations and designs under only 
tension or bending load. 
o Identify load at initial failure. 
o Identify residual strength (maximum sustained load). 
o Characterize the failure modes associated with the failure loads identified in 
conjunction with this objective. 
• Provide analysis validation data. 
Test Article Description 
The T-cap test articles were cut from the alternate keel (Figure 5) that was manufactured for 
the MBB as a risk-reduction article, as it would supply material in case the MBB needed repair 
involving a structural patch.17 Since no such repair was required, the alternate keel became the 
source for a number of component test articles. In addition to the T-cap specimens that are the 
focus of this report, test articles cut from the alternate keel included stringer compression 
(including a new wrap), frame compression (including a two new solid frame designs), and 
stringer push-out (including ones with adhesive between the wrap and rod), all of which are 
discussed in other reports.18, 19 
The alternate keel included three different T-cap designs for subcomponent testing. The 
baseline T-cap has only one stitch row at the base of the T-cap web located at the top of the 
fillet, and is the design that was used in the MBB. The two additional designs added stitching 
rows to the T-cap web at either 0.5- or 1.0-inch spacing along the height of the web to 
determine if there were advantages to additional web stitching. Web stitching patterns are 
shown in Figures 8a-8c, with stitch line locations indicated by the arrows. For each of these web 
stitch patterns, there are two configurations of specimens included, namely one without a 
stringer and one that has a stringer penetrating the T-cap web through a keyhole. The overall T-
cap testing matrix is shown in Table 1. Specimens are of the same general dimensions for both 
the tension and bending tests, with typical test article cross-section and dimensions shown in 
Figure 9. However, due to slight variability in manufacturing, and in variations in cutting the test 
articles, test article designations and their as-measured dimensions are provided in Table 2, 
with groups of like specimens shown with unshaded or shaded row groupings. In the table, 







a) Baseline, radius only b) 1-inch spacing c) !-inch spacing 
Figure 8. T-cap web stitching patterns, all with row of stitching at top of fillet region adjacent to 
flanges. Arrows indicate locations of web stitch lines. 
Table 1: Summary T-cap testing matrix. 
Test Web Stitching With Stringer No Stringer 
Bending None (baseline) 3 2 
0.5 inch spacing 3 3 
1.0 inch spacing 3 3 
Tension None (baseline) 3 2 
0.5 inch spacing 3 3 
1.0 inch spacing 3 3 
8 
Figure 9. T-caps test article cross-section sketch. The stack 0-degree direction is perpendicular to 
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Web Width - 
Top
Web Thickness - 
Top (L/R)
Web Width - 
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Web Thickness - 






Dist. Center Dist. Diff.
Gages 1 & 3 
Side
BNS1 Bending, no web stitching, with stringer T1, S7 2.8855 0.3685/0.3635 2.9090 0.3630/0.3695 1.7380 1.2145 0.5235 0.4845 1.4545 1.4568 -0.0023 Interior
BNS2 Bending, no web stitching, with stringer T2, S5 2.8790 0.3665/0.3610 2.8880 0.3580/0.3600 1.6390 1.1345 0.5045 0.4890 1.4440 1.3790 0.0650 Interior
BNS3 Bending, no web stitching, with stringer T2, S6 2.9085 0.3695/0.3615 2.9100 0.3695/0.3610 1.7130 1.2210 0.4920 0.4905 1.4550 1.4663 -0.0113 Interior
BNN1 Bending, no web stitching, no stringer T1, S6-S7 2.8620 0.3670/0.3650 2.8640 0.3575/0.3680 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Exterior
BNN2 Bending, no web stitching, no stringer T2, S6-S7 2.9225 0.3685/0.3585 2.9210 0.3660/0.3645 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
B5S1 Bending, 0.5 inch web stitching, with stringer T1, S9 2.8870 0.3600/0.3645 2.8785 0.3765/0.3730 1.6535 1.1190 0.5345 0.5370 1.4393 1.3875 0.0518 Interior
B5S2 Bending, 0.5 inch web stitching, with stringer T2, S1 2.8860 0.3680/0.3605 2.9110 0.3760/0.3765 1.6890 1.2070 0.4820 0.4755 1.4555 1.4448 0.0108 Interior
B5S3 Bending, 0.5 inch web stitching, with stringer T2, S2 2.9115 0.3545/0.3665 2.9275 0.3655/0.3735 1.7175 1.2465 0.4710 0.4750 1.4638 1.4840 -0.0202 Interior
B5N1 Bending, 0.5 inch web stitching, no stringer T1, S11-S12 2.8565 0.3660/0.3685 2.8105 0.3685/0.3690 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
B5N2 Bending, 0.5 inch web stitching, no stringer T2, S1- 2.9220 0.3565/0.3605 2.9070 0.3715/0.3810 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
B5N3 Bending, 0.5 inch web stitching, no stringer T2, S2-S3 2.9310 0.3655/0.3710 2.9000 0.3665/0.3685 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
B1S1 Bending, 1.0 inch web stitching, with stringer T1, S3 2.8685 0.3580/0.3690 2.9190 0.3620/0.3720 1.7030 1.2035 0.4995 0.4905 1.4595 1.4488 0.0108 Interior
B1S2 Bending, 1.0 inch web stitching, with stringer T2, S10 2.9000 0.3655/0.3600 2.9055 0.3645/0.3585 1.6775 1.1830 0.4945 0.4915 1.4528 1.4288 0.0240 Interior
B1S3 Bending, 1.0 inch web stitching, with stringer T2, S11 2.8735 0.3595/0.3685 2.9030 0.3660/0.3710 1.6880 1.2335 0.4545 0.4760 1.4515 1.4715 -0.0200 Interior
B1N1 Bending, 1.0 inch web stitching, no stringer T1, S1- 2.9035 0.3595/0.3640 2.8810 0.3705/0.3665 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
B1N2 Bending, 1.0 inch web stitching, no stringer T2, S9-S10 2.9185 0.3605/0.3610 2.9105 0.3620/0.3590 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Exterior
B1N3 Bending, 1.0 inch web stitching, no stringer T2, S10-S11 2.8775 0.3600/0.3630 2.8965 0.3690/0.3695 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
TNS1 Tension, no web stitching, with stringer T1, S5 2.9205 0.3540/0.3580 2.9220 0.3765/0.3765 1.6935 1.2255 0.4680 0.4715 1.4610 1.4613 -0.0002 Interior
TNS2 Tension, no web stitching, with stringer T1, S6 2.8840 0.3600/0.3720 2.9120 0.3790/0.3750 1.7300 1.2530 0.4770 0.4615 1.4560 1.4838 -0.0277 Interior
TNS3 Tension, no web stitching, with stringer T2, S7 2.8715 0.3640/0.3575 2.9160 0.3715/0.3600 1.7365 1.2620 0.4745 0.4715 1.4580 1.4978 -0.0398 Interior
TNN1 Tension, no web stitching, no stringer T1, S5-S6 2.8935 0.3705/0.3660 2.9065 0.3830/0.3825 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
TNN2 Tension, no web stitching, no stringer T2, S5-S6 2.8880 0.3640/0.3640 2.8980 0.3760/0.3715 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Exterior
T5S1 Tension, 0.5 inch web stitching, with stringer T2, S3 2.8735 0.3715/0.3640 2.9250 0.3745/0.3655 1.6915 1.1765 0.5150 0.5125 1.4625 1.4328 0.0297 Interior
T5S2 Tension, 0.5 inch web stitching, with stringer T1, S10 2.8945 0.3540/0.3670 2.8915 0.3730/0.3720 1.6635 1.1625 0.5010 0.4900 1.4458 1.4075 0.0382 Interior
T5S3 Tension, 0.5 inch web stitching, with stringer T1, S11 2.8700 0.3640/0.3650 2.8845 0.3770/0.3865 1.6495 1.2070 0.4425 0.4705 1.4423 1.4423 0.0000 Interior
T5N1 Tension, 0.5 inch web stitching, no stringer T1, S11+ 2.8895 0.3615/0.3675 2.8870 0.3775/0.3785 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
T5N2 Tension, 0.5 inch web stitching, no stringer T1, S9-S10 2.8715 0.3700/0.3690 2.8730 0.3740/0.3770 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Exterior
T5N3 Tension, 0.5 inch web stitching, no stringer T2, S1-S2 2.9025 0.3710/0.3675 2.9115 0.3745/0.3705 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
T1S1 Tension, 1.0 inch web stitching, with stringer T1, S1 2.9065 0.3650/0.3630 2.8945 0.3715/0.3785 1.7220 1.2395 0.4825 0.4815 1.4473 1.4803 -0.0330 Interior
T1S2 Tension, 1.0 inch web stitching, with stringer T1, S2 2.8740 0.3665/0.3600 2.8960 0.3680/0.3730 1.6795 1.2140 0.4655 0.4660 1.4480 1.4470 0.0010 Interior
T1S3 Tension, 1.0 inch web stitching, with stringer T2, S9 2.8915 0.3600/0.3685 2.8940 0.3690/0.3685 1.7650 1.2525 0.5125 0.4995 1.4470 1.5023 -0.0552 Interior
T1N1 Tension, 1.0 inch web stitching, no stringer T1, S1-S2 2.9220 0.3690/0.3720 2.9095 0.3750/0.3650 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
T1N2 Tension, 1.0 inch web stitching, no stringer T1, S2-S3 2.8640 0.3685/0.3695 2.8910 0.3685/0.3630 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Exterior
T1N3 Tension, 1.0 inch web stitching, no stringer T2, S11+ 2.9275 0.3660/0.3600 2.8995 0.3725/0.3695 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Interior
Stringer Edge Distance
(Measured on overhang Side)
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Test Setup 
The tension and bending T-cap testing was conducted in two load frames located in the 
Materials Research Laboratory (MRL) at NASA LaRC. The following two sections outline the 
setup for the tension and bending tests, respectively. 
T-cap Tension Test Setup 
Tension testing of the T-caps was conducted in the 50-kip capacity load frame shown in 
Figure 10. The locations of the cameras used for digital image correlation (DIC), a linear 
variable displacement transducer (LVDT), and other instrumentation features, are shown in the 
figure and are described in the Instrumentation section. The test article was bolted to a base 
plate fitting that was held by the hydraulic grip mounted to the load cell at the base of the load 
frame, as shown in Figure 11. The web of the test article was held by an upper hydraulic grip 
that is kept from sliding on the test article by the presence of a diamond knurl pattern on the 
surface of the grip wedges. Grip hydraulic pressure was set between 1000 and 1200 psi. The 
upper grip was located such that two inches of the T-cap web was within the grip wedges, which 
exposed a height of the T-cap web of 3.75 inches as measured from the exterior skin surface. 
Two bolts and a clamp plate are used to affix the test article to the base plate through both the 
inner and outer skin/flange regions. Also seen in Figure 11 are shims inserted at the inner 
skin/flange location to account for the stack drops, with shimming required for all test articles at 
this location. For the test articles having a stiffener, there were also shims used on the outer 
skin portion. Details of the base plate fitting and clamp plates are provided in Appendix A, along 
with the drill template that was used for drilling tension and bending test articles to match the 
fixture components. 







Figure 11. Close-up of stringerless T-cap test article mounted in tension load frame. (View from 
29MP VIC system side) 
T-cap Bending Test Setup 
Bending testing of the T-caps was conducted in a 2.5-kip capacity load frame as shown in 
Figure 12. The test article was bolted to an assembly attached to bolting slots located at the 
base of the load frame. The clamp plates from the tension tests were used for the bending tests. 
Similarly, the test article was shimmed on the inner skin/flange region for all test articles, and on 
the outer skin/flange region for the test articles having stringers. A close-up of a test article 
mounted in the load frame is shown in Figure 13. The pusher that applies the line load to induce 
bending is attached using a threaded rod, connecting it to the load cell that is mounted on the 
upper portion of the load frame. As shown in Figure 9, the bending line load was applied at a 
distance of 3.75 inches from the skin outer mold line. Details of the bending test fixture 












Figure 12. T-cap tension testing load frame with 2.5-kip load capacity. (View from front) 
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Figure 13. Close-up of stringerless T-cap test article mounted in bending load frame. (View from 
back) 
Test Conditions and Summary 
The tests were performed at ambient room temperature in the high bay of the MRL. The 
load frames applied load under displacement control, and each test article was loaded until final 
failure occurred as determined by the test engineer. Initial failure is defined as the initiation of 
delaminations, while final failure was defined as having reached the maximum load attainable 
for the specimen. Test article response was measured and recorded using standard 
instrumentation and DIC techniques. 
Each of the 34 test articles identified in Table 2 was loaded in a single load sequence. 
Uniform displacement was monotonically applied until failure occurred, with the resulting load 
being measured by the load cell. The anticipated failure mechanism was expected to be 
delamination and separation in the radius region of the t-cap web/flange interface or below the 
web within the noodle region adjacent to the skin stack. Stitches were expected to arrest the 
delaminations until stitch failure allowed the failures to grow. Details of the failure growth are 
discussed for each type of test article in the Test Data and Discussion section. 
The stroke rates used for the testing depended on the presence of a stringer and on load 
type (tension or bending). Table 3 shows the loading rates used for each test article. The stroke 
rate for the tension test articles was kept constant throughout each test. However, the stroke 
rate for the bending tests was increased after several delamination failures were observed, and 
after the behavior became reasonably stable, in order to shorten the length of the tests. Tension 
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the stringer test articles. Bending tests typically took about 18-20 minutes for the stringerless 
test articles, and 12-17 minutes for the stringer test articles. 
 




For the tension tests, the test articles were drilled to match the base plate using a drill 
template. The test articles were positioned so that the web of the integral T-cap was co-planar 
with and centered above the tang of the base plate, However, due to tolerances in drilling the 
mounting holes in the test specimen and in aligning the test article with the drill plate, it was not 
possible to guarantee that this alignment was attained. Therefore, strains were measured during 
the gripping of the T-cap web by the upper grip in order to characterize the induced bending and 
twist that resulted from any misalignment. Strains were measured during loading from this initial 
strain state such that the strains measured during the test included both the initial prestrain due 
to misalignment and the applied load. For the bending tests, the test articles were drilled to 
match the base plate so that the T-cap web plane was perpendicular to the plane of the pusher, 
and the pusher attained line contact simultaneously along the width of the web. However, again 
due to drilling and alignment tolerances, this was not always the case. Any twist that may have 
been introduced due to misalignment was immediately apparent upon the introduction of the 
load, and the strains through the test were a measure of the total strain that included strains 
introduced by both misalignment and the applied load. 
Instrumentation 
Each test article had responses measured and recorded using standard instrumentation and 
digital image correlation techniques. Displacements of the actuated components were recorded 
using an LVDT, and load frame stroke was also recorded. Strain gages were used to monitor 
load symmetry. DIC was used to monitor the response, displacement and strains of both of the 
Initial Initial
Rate (in/min) Rate (in/min) Rate (in/min) @ stroke (in)
TNS1 0.01 BNS1 0.04 N/A N/A
TNS2 0.01 BNS2 0.04 0.08 0.4
TNS3 0.01 BNS3 0.05 0.1 0.4
TNN1 0.02 BNN1 0.025 N/A N/A
TNN2 0.02 BNN2 0.05 0.1 0.5
T5S1 0.01 B5S1 0.04 0.08 0.4
T5S2 0.01 B5S2 0.05 0.1 0.4
T5S3 0.01 B5S3 0.05 0.1 0.4
T5N1 0.02 B5N1 0.05 0.1 0.5
T5N2 0.02 B5N2 0.05 0.1 0.52
T5N3 0.02 B5N3 0.05 0.1 0.45
T1S1 0.01 B1S1 0.04 0.08 0.425
T1S2 0.01 B1S2 0.05 0.1 0.42
T1S3 0.01 B1S3 0.05 0.1 0.45
T1N1 0.02 B1N1 0.05 0.1 0.4
T1N2 0.02 B1N2 0.05 0.1 0.5
T1N3 0.02 B1N3 0.05 0.1 0.5




test article cross-section surfaces and adjacent test fixtures. Additional details of the 
instrumentation is provided in the following sections. 
Conventional Instrumentation 
The strain gage pattern is shown in Figure 14, and consists of two back-to-back pairs of 
strain gages. Gages 1 and 3 are on the same surface of the test article, and gages 2 and 4 are 
back-to-back to gages 1 and 3, respectively. Typically, gages 1 and 3 were located on the 
interior surface of the T-cap web, with gages 2 and 4 located on the exterior surface of the T-
cap web (see Figure 9). However, several of the test articles had gages 1 and 3 installed on the 
exterior surface of the T-cap web. Table 2 indicates the surface on which the gages 1 and 3 
were installed for the various test articles. CEA-06-250UN-350 strain gages were used, and had 
10-ft. lead wires. The gages were used to monitor gross response of the web during loading, as 
mentioned previously, to monitor if bending was being applied during clamping of the test article 
web by the grips during the tension tests, and to monitor if twisting was being applied to the web 
during initial contact of the pusher during the bending tests. 
Figure 14. T-cap strain gage pattern for all test articles. 
Displacements were recorded using an LVDT for the actuated grip and the pusher for the 
tension and bending tests, respectively. Locations of the LVDTs can be seen in Figures 10 and 
13 for the tension and bending tests, respectively. Load frame stroke was also recorded during 
loading for direct comparison to the LVDTs. During the tests, response was monitored by plots 















Digital Image Correlation 
DIC was used to monitor the response of the T-cap cross-sections and the adjacent fixture 
components. The DIC setup for the tension and bending test articles were not the same. For the 
tension tests, different camera arrangements were used to view the opposite sides of the test 
article. One side used a single set of Allied Vision Technologies Prosilica GT6600 (29 MP) 
cameras.20 These 29 MP cameras provided a single field of view that encompassed the entire 
T-cap cross-section and the adjacent fixture, and viewed the test article with the interior portion 
of the skin on the right side of the image. The other side of the test article was viewed using two 
sets of Point Grey Flea3 FL3-GE-50S5M-C (5 MP) cameras.21 One set provided a global view of 
the T-cap cross-section and the adjacent fixture, and one set provided a view that was localized 
on the noodle region at the T-cap web/flange interface. The global and local 5 MP cameras 
viewed the test article with the interior portion of the skin on the left side of the image. Figure 15 
shows the approximate area of the test article covered by the local DIC, which was a field of 
view approximately 1.5 inches high and 2.0 inches wide. For the bending tests, an identical 
camera arrangement was used to view both sides of the test article. The camera setup used a 
set of Point Grey Grasshopper3 GS3-U3-120S6M-C (12 MP) cameras.21 Each set of cameras 
provided a single field of view that encompassed the entire T-cap cross-section and the 
adjacent fixture. 
White light sources were used for the DIC, with the exception of the area covered by the 
GT6600 cameras for which red light sources were used. In the case of the tension tests, it was 
necessary to mask regions not filled by the test article to avoid interference from opposing 
lighting sources. This was accomplished using cardboard as seen in Figure 11. DIC was 
performed using the Correlated Solutions VIC3D software.22 Real-time data were displayed 
during the test to monitor strains and displacements. Load was recorded by each DIC system 
and correlated with the image numbers. 
 
Figure 15. Tension test DIC region coverage area surfaces and local DIC area. 
!"#$%&'()&*+,$&
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Test Data and Discussion 
Raw test data for the 34 test articles are presented in Appendix C. Data presented in the 
appendix include xy-plots of load vs. stroke and load vs. strain, contour plots of strains at 
various loads for selected test articles (one of each type), and images of the failures that 
occurred for the selected test articles for which strain contours were provided. This section 
summarizes and discusses the test data presented in the appendix. 
There are several pieces of information pertaining to the previously stated objective of 
determining the failure loads for the various T-cap configurations under only tension or bending 
load. First is to identify the initial failure load and the associated mode, and second is to identify 
the maximum load and the failure mode that is associated with the maximum load. Between 
these failure loads, it is desired to describe and discuss the progression of the damage growth. 
Failure loads were obtained by looking at the load vs. strain and load vs. stroke plots in 
Appendix C. For example, see Figure 16, which is the load vs. strain plot for the TNS1 test 
article. First, it is noticed that at zero load, there is nonzero strain measured by the four strain 
gages. As previously mentioned, it was very difficult to ensure that the web of the T-cap was 
planar with and centered over the base plate tang. The nonzero strains represent the presence 
of bending induced on the test article while the T-cap web was being gripped by the upper grip 
wedges. Additionally, an induced torsion of the T-cap web is indicated by the back to back strain 
gage pairs on either side of the web, gages 1 and 3 on one side and 2 and 4 on the other, not 
measuring the same strain values. In this case, the side of the specimen with gages 3 and 4 
back to back is exhibiting slightly more bending than the other side This indicates that the gages 
3 and 4 side is farther off the plane of the base plate tang than the gages 1 and 2 side. Second, 
the plot is used to identify the initial failure load. In Figure 16, there is a discontinuity in the strain 
gage plot for gage 2 at just over 2000 lbs. However, this response is localized since there is no 
corresponding change in plots for the remaining strain gages, and DIC did not indicate the 
formation of a delamination crack, so this response is considered not to be initial failure. The 
first load at which all four gages show a change in response is at 2599 lbs, and this value is 
chosen as the initial failure load since it results in a delamination that spans the entire width of 
the test article. As seen in the load vs. stroke plot presented in Figure 17 for the TNS1 test 
article, there is no appreciable load drop associated with this event, but it is clearly indicated in 
the strain gage data. The maximum load is obtained from the load vs. stroke plot as indicated in 
Figure 17, and is 7287 lbs. While the load vs. strain and load vs. stroke plots were sufficient to 
clearly determine the initial and maximum failure loads for the TNS1 test article, there were test 
articles when this was not the case. For those test articles, the DIC strain contour plots were 
used as the primary means to identify the initial delamination failure since the DIC data 
indicated the presence of failures on the cross-section surfaces that resulted in very small or not 




Figure 16. TNS1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 













































7287 lb (2494 lb/in) 
Initial Failure 
2599 lb (889 lb/in) 
Localized 
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Initial failure and maximum achieved running loads are compiled and summarized in Tables 
4 and 5 for the tension-only and bending-only tests, respectively. These results are graphed for 
ease of comparison in Figures 18 and 19 for the tension-only and bending-only T-cap tests, 
respectively. In these figures, the test articles are identified and grouped according to 
configuration and design. Also in the figures, the stitching designated for each group refers to 
additional stitching in the T-cap web, where the original PRSEUS baseline only has stitching 
normally associated with the PRSEUS construction with no additional stitches in the web. In the 
plots of Figures 18 and 19, the initial failure load is identified by the darker solid portion of the 
bar, while the partially transparent lighter extension of the bar identifies the maximum valued 
attained. Also included in the plots is the average value for each of the specimen configurations 
within each design, and is located on the right side of each grouping in a lighter color variation 
from the test articles. The black dashed lines in each grouping with or without stiffeners also 
identifies the average baseline initial failure load, while the grey dashed line identifies the 
average baseline maximum load. 
 
 





























Table 5: Bending T-cap test initial failure and maximum attained running moments, Mx (in-lb/in). 
 
Figure 18. Running load, Nx, for tension test T-cap specimens. 






















































































































Figure 19. Running moment, Mx, for tension test T-cap specimens. 
Examination of Figures 18 and 19 provides some interesting results concerning the effects 
of the additional stitching and the presence of the stiffener in the new integral T-cap designs. 
The data from Figures 18 and 19 are tabulated in Table 6 in the form of normalized average 
initial failure and average maximum loads. The normalizing load is the corresponding average 
load for the baseline configuration without web stitching, with or without the stiffener present. 
Notice that the initial failure load for tension only is adversely affected by the additional T-cap 
web stitching. The average initial failure load decreases by 7.7% and 10.3% for the designs with 
1-inch and 0.5-inch stitch spacing in the T-cap web, respectively, for test articles without a 
stiffener. Failures initially occur as delamination in the vicinity of the noodle region at the base of 
the T-cap web. As the displacement was applied to the test article, the load continued to 
increase and then drop as additional delamination regions were created. Delaminations grew to 
the stitching in the web and/or the flange regions and were arrested by the stitching. There were 
load drops associated with failures of the stitches, which typically resulted in some of the largest 
load drops. For the test articles with a stiffener present, the initial failure load decreases by 0.1% 
and 0.8% for the designs with 1-inch and 0.5-inch stitch spacing in the T-cap web, respectively, 
which is not a significant deviation. However, as seen in Table 4, the initial failure loads for the 
test articles with stiffeners were significantly higher than those without a stiffener, about 16% 
higher than the baseline test article without the stiffener. Initial failures for the stiffener test 
articles occur as delaminations in the vicinity of the noodle at the intersection of the T-cap web 
and flanges, as was seen in the stiffenerless test articles. However, early in the loading there 
were small audible pops that were likely associated with the keyhole/stiffener junction as no 
evidence of delaminations was observed. As loading continued, in addition to the delaminations 
that continued to form, failures were also observed in the web of the stiffener indicating that load 
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Table 6: Normalized average initial failure and average maximum loads. 
 
 
For test articles with no stiffener, the maximum attained load increases by 1.1% and 10.3% 
for the designs with 1-inch and 0.5-inch stitch spacing in the T-cap web, respectively. However, 
the maximum load is not significantly higher than the initial failure load for these test articles. 
Additionally, the maximum load occurs after multiple load drops, and after significant damage 
has accumulated. For test articles with the stiffener present, the maximum attained load 
increases by 4.1% and 12.4% for the designs with 1-inch and 0.5-inch stitch spacing in the T-
cap web, respectively. Also note that the maximum load for these test articles is significantly 
larger than the initial failure load, on the order of 2.5 to 3 times larger. After the initial failure 
occurs, the load typically continues to increase with small variations until a near maximum load 
was attained prior to noticeable load drop. The maximum load for these test articles typically 
occurs later in the test, but is usually not significantly larger than the load obtained at the end of 
the initial rise of the load versus displacement curve that is prior to the first significant load drop 
(see Figure 17). The continued load increase, and the significant increase in maximum load 
compared to the initial failure load, may be a result of a mechanical connection that is formed by 
the stringer and the keyhole in the T-cap through which the stringer passes. This connection 
permits the T-cap web to transfer load into the stringer, which then passes load into the 
surrounding skin, rather than all the load having to pass through the base of the T-cap web as is 
the case for the stringerless test articles. This is borne out by the delaminations at the base of 
the stringer web as shown in Figure 20, which clearly indicates a load path through the stringer 
and into the skin region. Lastly, because of the presence of the keyhole that separates the base 
of the web on either side of a stringer, delaminations in the base of the stringer don't necessarily 
occur at the same load on either side of the stringer as this separation arrests the delamination 
due to the discontinuity. When a stringer is not present, the delamination is free to grow across 
the complete width of the test article and thus the DIC identified the origination of the 
delamination at nearly the same load on both sides. This phenomenon applies to both the 
tension and bending tests. Note that the presence of the stiffener increased the initial and 
maximum tension failure loads by about 16% and 200%, respectively, compared to the 
stiffenerless baseline test article. This increase can likely be attributed to the web pulling up on 
Stiffener Web Stitch Spacing
None (baseline) 1.000 1.000
1.0 0.923 1.011
0.5 0.897 1.103
None (baseline) 1.000 1.000
1.0 0.999 1.041
0.5 0.992 1.124
Stiffener Web Stitch Spacing
None (baseline) 1.000 1.000
1.0 0.998 1.101
0.5 0.989 1.029


















the stringer during loading through the mechanical connection of the keyhole enveloping the 
stringer, which provided load distribution away from the fillet region of the web and flange 
interface. This type of behavior would not be seen for tension loading if the stiffener were a 
blade configuration, for example, so this load redistribution is dependent on the design of the 
stringer. 
Figure 20. Delaminations at the stringer base observed in test article TNS1. 
For the bending test articles, Figures 18 and 19 and Table 6 indicate that the initial failure 
load for bending is relatively unaffected by the additional T-cap web stitching for test articles 
without a stiffener. The average initial failure bending moment errors for these test articles were 
less than 2.0%. Initial failures developed as a delamination at the noodle region of the web and 
flange intersection on the tension, interior, side of the web. The maximum bending moment 
occurs prior to the final bending moment drop, and was the result of crippling of the outer plies 
on the compression, exterior, side of the web. Crippling occurred for all test articles in the 
vicinity of the stitch row at the top of the fillet region, which is the stitch row associated with 
normal assembly of the PRSEUS structure. For test articles with a stiffener present, the initial 
failure bending moment increased by 36.3% and 34.6% for the designs with 1-inch and 0.5-inch 
stitch spacing in the T-cap web, respectively. This is a significant increase over the test articles 
without the additional stitching. Initial failures developed in the same manner as those without 
the stiffener and occurred in the interior (tension side) radius near the noodle. The maximum 
bending moment was reached just prior to crippling failure on the compression side of the web 
at the height of the stiffener, which is higher up the web than the crippling observed in the test 
articles without the stiffener. Figures 21 and 22 show the crippling failure on for the 
representative test articles with and without a stringer, respectively. The maximum attained load 
increased with increased stitching in the T-cap web. For test articles without a stiffener, the 
maximum attained load increases by 10.1% and 2.9% for the designs with 1-inch and 0.5-inch 
stitch spacing in the T-cap web, respectively. For test articles with a stiffener present, the 
maximum attained load increases by 6.6% and 5.5% for the designs with 1-inch and 0.5-inch 
stitch spacing in the T-cap web, respectively. It is likely that bearing of the T-cap web on the top 
of the stringer resulted in the higher bending moment at initial failure as the load was carried in 




the crippling area that developed at maximum load. Note that the presence of the stiffener 
increased the initial and maximum bending failure loads by about 85-150% and 129-142%, 
respectively, compared to the stiffenerless baseline test article. This significant increase can 
likely be attributed to the web bearing on the stringer during loading, which provided load 
distribution away from the fillet region of the web and flange interface. This type of behavior is 
likely to occur regardless of the stringer design. 
Figure 21. Crippling resulting from maximum load observed in test article B1N1. 
Lastly, one of the objectives of the testing was to provide data for analysis validation. While 
time did not permit analysis validation to be performed and presented in this paper, a discussion 
of the type of data available in Appendix C is provided herein to give some insight into possible 
validation techniques. As previously mentioned, the data in the appendix only include strain 
contour plots for one of each type of test article design, however, contour data are archived for 
all test articles. An initial examination of the data shows that a plot of maximum principal strain 
is a good indicator that a delamination has developed, and may also be a good indicator that the 
delamination is about to develop. Maximum principal strain plots before and after the initial 
delamination failure for test article TNN1, as recorded by the 5 MP local DIC system, are shown 
in Figures 23 and 24. In Figure 23, there are a couple of possible regions that indicate where 
the initiation may occur at a maximum principal strain level of approximately 0.004 in/in, with the 
most likely one being the slightly larger region of light orange as indicated on the figure. Small 
areas at the edge of the DIC processing area that are at the strain scale limits are spurious 
values that may ocassionally occur due to various factors in the image processing, such as the 




Figure 22. Delaminations at the stringer base observed in test article BNS1. 
Figure 24 shows that the initial delamination failure did actually occur and pass through the 
region indicated on Figure 23 as the most likely failure location. While reported as a maximum 
principal strain in Figure 24, in the vicinity around the delamination crack, these are actually 
fictitious strain values, as it is really a measure of the gap separation rather than an actual strain 
measure within the material itself. A close-up image of the TNN1 delamination is shown in 
Figure 25. The dashed yellow line in the figure shows the approximate location of the 
delamination crack, which is difficult to see with the eye, but was easily detected by DIC. While 
the delamination passed the stitch line at the top of the web base radii, as seen in Figure 24, it 
was observed that the stitching did prevent significant further delamination growth until the 
failure of the stitching that occurred at the maximum load. It should also be noted that while for 
TNN1, the initial delamination occurred at the major failure surface that developed at the 
maximum load, this was not always the case. Additionally, the major failure surface was 
uniformly located at the interfaces of the inner and outer flange stacks with each other, the 
noodle region and the skin stacks, which are identified by the red lines in Figure 6. 
!"#$$%#&'()*+,-*&(
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Figure 23. Maximum principal strain in test article TNN1 from 5 MP local DIC system just prior to 
initial delamination failure. 
Figure 24. Maximum principal strain in test article TNN1 from 5 MP local DIC system just after 
















Figure 25. Image of initial delamination failure location in test article TNN1 from 5 MP local DIC 
system. 
Conclusions 
A series of tests were conducted on a variety of T-cap integral caps similar to what was 
used for assembly of the PRSEUS MBB. These test articles were cut from an alternate keel, 
and included specimens with and without a stiffener passing through the web. Additionally, three 
designs were tested, including the original design that had no additional stitching along the 
length of the web, one that had additional stitching at 1-inch increments, and one that had 
additional stitching at 0.5-inch increments. Specimens were tested in either tension-only or 
bending-only loading. There were three specimens for each configuration, design combination, 
and load condition, with the exception of those specimens without a stringer and without 
additional stitching. 
Test data were presented and discussed, leading to a number of observations, which are as 
follows: 
• Presence of the additional web stitching: 
o Decreased the initial failure load for tension only tests for test articles without 
a stiffener. There was no significant difference in the initial failure loads for 
the tension only test articles with a stiffener present, with only a slight 
reduction in initial failure load observed. 
o Increased the maximum tension load attained for all test articles, however, 
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o Showed no significant difference on the initial failure bending moment for 
bending only tests for test articles without a stiffener. However, there was a 
significant increase in the initial failure bending moment for test articles with a 
stiffener present. 
o Stitching increased the maximum bending moment attained for all test 
articles. 
• The presence of the stiffener: 
o Increased the initial and maximum tension failure loads compared to the 
stiffenerless baseline test article. This increase can likely be attributed to the 
web pulling up on the stringer during loading through a mechanical 
connection, which provided load distribution away from the fillet region of the 
web and flange interface, a type of behavior that would not be seen if the 
stiffener were a blade configuration, for example, so this type of load 
redistribution is dependent upon the design of the stringer. 
o Increased the initial and maximum bending failure loads significantly, 
compared to the stiffenerless baseline test article. This increase can likely be 
attributed to the web bearing on the stringer during loading, which provided 
load distribution away from the fillet region of the web and flange interface. 
This type of behavior is likely to occur regardless of the stringer design. 
• Initial delaminations occurred anywhere within the web thickness, and did not always 
coincide with an interface of the flange stacks, noodle or skin stacks. 
• The major delamination surfaces associated with the maximum load were located 
along the interfaces of the stack groupings and noodle region, although many 
delaminations were present throughout the thickness of the web. 
 
Based on these observations, combined with the small sample size for each configuration, it 
is not clear that additional stitching along the height of the T-cap web is beneficial. Consider that 
the completed testing was conducted under tension-only or bending-only load, while in service 
these T-caps are expected to experience a combination of tension and bending load due to the 
presence of internal pressure. Tension and bending loads appear to have opposing effects on 
the response, so combined loading may have a net zero effect on the response. Additionally, 
since design will likely be driven by the initial failure load, the testing documented herein shows 
that the original design is slightly superior to the two designs with additional stitching along the 
height of the web because loads for the baseline design are higher than or similar to the new 
designs. Stitching did show some benefit in maximum load, so for damage tolerance purposes, 
it may be desirable to include the additional stitching and take the minimal hit on initial failure 
loads. Lastly, there may be other damage tolerance reasons to include the additional stitching, 
but if it is desirable to maximize the initial failure load, it would be advisable to have the first row 
of stitching in the web as far from the fillet stitch as possible. 
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Appendix A – Tension Test Fixture Drawings 
Slot Nut (Rev. 2) 
All units in inches 
Not to scale 









Quantity = 8 
Ø3/8-24 UNF-3B 
Tolerances: 
X.XX = ±0.01 
X.XXX = ±0.005 
0.375 
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Tension Base Fitting (Rev. 2) 
All units in inches 
Dimensions not to scale 
Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
Tolerances: 
X.XX = ±0.01 


























Specimen Drill Plate 
All units in inches 
Dimensions not to scale 
Material: steel Tolerances: X.XX = ±0.01 

















Appendix B – Bending Test Fixture Drawings 
Tee Cap – Specimen Plate 
Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
All units in inches 


































































Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
All units in inches 







































Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
All units in inches 
Drawings not to scale 
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Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
All units in inches 
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Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
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Material: AMS 5659, SS 15-5 PH H1025 
All units in inches 
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Appendix C: Raw Test Data 
This appendix presents the raw test data for the 34 test articles. First, tension test results 
are presented, followed by the bending test results. Presented data includes xy-plots of load vs. 
stroke and load vs. strain for all test articles. Contour plots of strains before and after initial 
failure are presented for select test articles. In these strain contour plots, approximate stitch 
locations for the typical assembly stitching that is present in all designs are indicated by black 
dashed lines. Also presented for select test articles are pictures of the visible damage after the 
initial failure and after the maximum applied load. Tables C1 and C2 provide the load applied by 
the load frame for the initial failure and the maximum load for each of the test articles, as well as 
averages of these loads for each type of test article type. Test articles that are highlighted in the 
tables are the ones for which the contour plots and pictures are included. DIC data required for 
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Table C2: Bending T-cap test initial failure and maximum attained test frame loads (lb). 
 
  



























This section presents the test data for the TNS1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 



















Figure C2. TNS1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C5. TNS1 strain contours for εxx at 2593 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C7. TNS1 strain contours for εyy at 2593 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C9. TNS1 strain contours for εxy at 2593 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C10. TNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2599 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C11. TNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2593 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C12. TNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2599 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C13. TNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2593 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C14. TNS1 image just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
Figure C15. TNS1 image just after maximum load, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C17. TNS1 strain contours for εxx at 3548 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C19. TNS1 strain contours for εyy at 3548 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C21. TNS1 strain contours for εxy at 3548 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C22. TNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3533 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C23. TNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3548 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C24. TNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3533 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C25. TNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3548 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C26. TNS1 image just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data.
Figure C27. TNS1 image just after maximum load, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C29. TNS1 strain contours for εxx at 3548 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C31. TNS1 strain contours for εyy at 3548 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C33. TNS1 strain contours for εxy at 3548 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C34. TNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3533 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C35. TNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3548 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C36. TNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3533 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C37. TNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3548 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C38. TNS1 image just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C39. TNS1 image just after maximum load, local 5MP VIC data. 
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TNS2 
This section presents the test data for the TNS2 test article. 



















Figure C41. TNS2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the TNS3 test article. 




















Figure C44. TNS3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
















































This section presents the test data for the TNN1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 

















Figure C47. TNN1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C50. TNN1 strain contours for εxx at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C52. TNN1 strain contours for εyy at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C54. TNN1 strain contours for εxy at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C55. TNN1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2286 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C56. TNN1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2216 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C57. TNN1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2286 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C58. TNN1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2216 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C59. TNN1 image just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
Figure C60. TNN1 image just after maximum load, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C62. TNN1 strain contours for εxx at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C64. TNN1 strain contours for εyy at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C66. TNN1 strain contours for εxy at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C67. TNN1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2286 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C68. TNN1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2216 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C69. TNN1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2286 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C70. TNN1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2216 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C71. TNN1 image just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C72. TNN1 image just after maximum load, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C74. TNN1 strain contours for εxx at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C76. TNN1 strain contours for εyy at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C78. TNN1 strain contours for εxy at 2216 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C79. TNN1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2286 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C80. TNN1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2216 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C81. TNN1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2286 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C82. TNN1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2216 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C83. TNN1 image just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C84. TNN1 image just after maximum load, local 5MP VIC data. 
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TNN2 
This section presents the test data for the TNN2 test article. 

















Figure C86. TNN2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the T1S1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 



















Figure C89. T1S1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C92. T1S1 strain contours for εxx at 3981 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C94. T1S1 strain contours for εyy at 3981 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C96. T1S1 strain contours for εxy at 3981 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C97. T1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3981 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C98. T1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3981 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C99. T1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3981 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C100. T1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3981 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C101. T1S1 image just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
Figure C102. T1S1 image just after maximum load, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C104. T1S1 strain contours for εxx at 3431 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C106. T1S1 strain contours for εyy at 3431 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C108. T1S1 strain contours for εxy at 3431 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C109. T1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3514 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C110. T1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3431 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C111. T1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3514 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C112. T1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3431 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C113. T1S1 image just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C114. T1S1 image just after maximum load, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C116. T1S1 strain contours for εxx at 3431 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C118. T1S1 strain contours for εyy at 3431 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C120. T1S1 strain contours for εxy at 3431 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C121. T1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3514 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C122. T1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 3431 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C123. T1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3514 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C124. T1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 3431 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C125. T1S1 image just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C126. T1S1 image just after maximum load, local 5MP VIC data. 
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T1S2 
This section presents the test data for the T1S2 test article. 



















Figure C128. T1S2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 













































This section presents the test data for the T1S3 test article. 





















Figure C131. T1S3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the T1N1 test article. 

















Figure C134. T1N1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the T1N2 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 

















Figure C137. T1N2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C140. T1N2 strain contours for εxx at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C142. T1N2 strain contours for εyy at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C144. T1N2 strain contours for εxy at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C145. T1N2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1978 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C146. T1N2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1808 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C147. T1N2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1978 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C148. T1N2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1808 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C149. T1N2 image just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
Figure C150. T1N2 image just after maximum load, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C152. T1N2 strain contours for εxx at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C154. T1N2 strain contours for εyy at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C156. T1N2 strain contours for εxy at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C157. T1N2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1978 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C158. T1N2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1808 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C159. T1N2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1978 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C160. T1N2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1808 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C161. T1N2 image just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C162. T1N2 image just after maximum load, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C164. T1N2 strain contours for εxx at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C166. T1N2 strain contours for εyy at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C168. T1N2 strain contours for εxy at 1808 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C169. T1N2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1978 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C170. T1N2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1808 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C171. T1N2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1978 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C172. T1N2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1808 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C173. T1N2 image just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C174. T1N2 image just after maximum load, local 5MP VIC data. 
135 
T1N3 
This section presents the test data for the T1N3 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 


















Figure C176. T1N3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the T5S1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 



















Figure C179. T5S1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C182. T5S1 strain contours for εxx at 2632 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C184. T5S1 strain contours for εyy at 2632 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C186. T5S1 strain contours for εxy at 2632 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C187. T5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2615 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C188. T5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2632 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C189. T5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2615 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C190. T5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2632 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C191. T5S1 image just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
Figure C192. T5S1 image just after maximum load, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C194. T5S1 strain contours for εxx at 2534 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C196. T5S1 strain contours for εyy at 2534 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C198. T5S1 strain contours for εxy at 2534 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C199. T5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2597 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C200. T5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2534 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C201. T5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2597 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C202. T5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2534 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C203. T5S1 image just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C204. T5S1 image just after maximum load, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C206. T5S1 strain contours for εxx at 2534 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C208. T5S1 strain contours for εyy at 2534 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C210. T5S1 strain contours for εxy at 2534 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C211. T5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2597 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C212. T5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 2534 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C213. T5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2597 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C214. T5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 2534 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C215. T5S1 image just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C216. T5S1 image just after maximum load, local 5MP VIC data. 
157 
T5S2 
This section presents the test data for the T5S2 test article. 





















Figure C218. T5S2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the T5S3 test article. 





















Figure C221. T5S3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 

















































This section presents the test data for the T5N1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 


















Figure C224. T5N1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C227. T5N1 strain contours for εxx at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C229. T5N1 strain contours for εyy at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C231. T5N1 strain contours for εxy at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C232. T5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1986 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C233. T5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1670 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C234. T5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1986 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C235. T5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1670 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C236. T5N1 image just after initial failure, 29MP VIC data. 
Figure C237. T5N1 image just after maximum load, 29MP VIC data. 
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Figure C239. T5N1 strain contours for εxx at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C241. T5N1 strain contours for εyy at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C243. T5N1 strain contours for εxy at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C244. T5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1986 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C245. T5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1670 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C246. T5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1986 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C247. T5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1670 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C248. T5N1 image just after initial failure, 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C249. T5N1 image just after maximum load, 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C251. T5N1 strain contours for εxx at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C253. T5N1 strain contours for εyy at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C255. T5N1 strain contours for εxy at 1670 lb. load, just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C256. T5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1986 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C257. T5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1670 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C258. T5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1986 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C259. T5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1670 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
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Figure C260. T5N1 image just after initial failure, local 5MP VIC data. 
Figure C261. T5N1 image just after maximum load, local 5MP VIC data. 
181 
T5N2 
This section presents the test data for the T5N2 test article. 

















Figure C263. T5N2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 














































This section presents the test data for the T5N3 test article. 

















Figure C266. T5N3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the BNS1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 



















Figure C269. BNS1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C272. BNS1 strain contours for εxx at 527 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C274. BNS1 strain contours for εyy at 527 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C276. BNS1 strain contours for εxy at 527 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C277. BNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 517 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C278. BNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 527 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C279. BNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 517 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C280. BNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 527 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C281. BNS1 image just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C282. BNS1 image just after maximum load, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C284. BNS1 strain contours for εxx at 1292 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C286. BNS1 strain contours for εyy at 1292 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C288. BNS1 strain contours for εxy at 1292 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C289. BNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1296 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C290. BNS1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1292 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C291. BNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1296 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C292. BNS1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1292 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C293. BNS1 image just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C294. BNS1 image just after maximum load, back 12MP VIC data. 
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BNS2 
This section presents the test data for the BNS2 test article. 



















Figure C296. BNS2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the BNS3 test article. 


















Figure C299. BNS3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 














































This section presents the test data for the BNN1 test article. 

















Figure C302. BNN1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 













































This section presents the test data for the BNS2 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 


















Figure C305. BNN2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C308. BNN2 strain contours for εxx at 297 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C310. BNN2 strain contours for εyy at 297 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C312. BNN2 strain contours for εxy at 297 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C313. BNN2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 323 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C314. BNN2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 297 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C315. BNN2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 323 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C316. BNN2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 297 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C317. BNN2 image just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C318. BNN2 image just after maximum load, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C320. BNN2 strain contours for εxx at 297 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C322. BNN2 strain contours for εyy at 297 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C324. BNN2 strain contours for εxy at 297 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C325. BNN2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 323 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C326. BNN2 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 297 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C327. BNN2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 323 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C328. BNN2 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 297 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C329. BNN2 image just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C330. BNN2 image just after maximum load, back 12MP VIC data. 
219 
B1S1 
This section presents the test data for the B1S1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 


















Figure C332. B1S1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C335. B1S1 strain contours for εxx at 597 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C337. B1S1 strain contours for εyy at 597 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C339. B1S1 strain contours for εxy at 597 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C340. B1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 590 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C341. B1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 597 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C342. B1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 590 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C343. B1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 597 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C344. B1S1 image just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C345. B1S1 image just after maximum load, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C347. B1S1 strain contours for εxx at 740 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C349. B1S1 strain contours for εyy at 740 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C351. B1S1 strain contours for εxy at 740 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C352. B1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 736 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C353. B1S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 740 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C354. B1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 736 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C355. B1S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 740 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C356. B1S1 image just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C357. B1S1 image just after maximum load, back 12MP VIC data. 
233 
B1S2 
This section presents the test data for the B1S2 test article. 



















Figure C359. B1S2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 















































This section presents the test data for the B1S3 test article. 



















Figure C362. B1S3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 

















































This section presents the test data for the B1N1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 



















Figure C365. B1N1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C368. B1N1 strain contours for εxx at 289 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C370. B1N1 strain contours for εyy at 289 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C372. B1N1 strain contours for εxy at 289 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C373. B1N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 395 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C374. B1N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 289 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C375. B1N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 395 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C376. B1N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 289 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C377. B1N1 image just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C378. B1N1 image just after maximum load, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C380. B1N1 strain contours for εxx at 289 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C382. B1N1 strain contours for εyy at 289 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C384. B1N1 strain contours for εxy at 289 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C385. B1N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 395 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C386. B1N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 289 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C387. B1N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 395 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C388. B1N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 289 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C389. B1N1 image just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C390. B1N1 image just after maximum load, back 12MP VIC data. 
251 
B1N2 
This section presents the test data for the B1N2 test article. 


















Figure C392. B1N2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 











































This section presents the test data for the B1N3 test article. 


















Figure C395. B1N3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 












































This section presents the test data for the B5S1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 



















Figure C398. B5S1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C401. B5S1 strain contours for εxx at 675 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C403. B5S1 strain contours for εyy at 675 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C405. B5S1 strain contours for εxy at 675 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C406. B5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 703 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C407. B5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 675 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C408. B5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 703 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C409. B5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 675 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
262 
Figure C410. B5S1 image just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C411. B5S1 image just after maximum load, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C413. B5S1 strain contours for εxx at 1380 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C415. B5S1 strain contours for εyy at 1380 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C417. B5S1 strain contours for εxy at 1380 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C418. B5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1383 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C419. B5S1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 1380 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C420. B5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1383 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C421. B5S1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 1380 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C422. B5S1 image just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C423. B5S1 image just after maximum load, back 12MP VIC data. 
269 
B5S2 
This section presents the test data for the B5S2 test article. 



















Figure C425. B5S2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 











































This section presents the test data for the B5S3 test article. 



















Figure C428. B5S3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 











































This section presents the test data for the B5N1 test article, and includes strain plots and 
failure images. 

















Figure C431. B5N1 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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Figure C434. B5N1 strain contours for εxx at 263 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C436. B5N1 strain contours for εyy at 263 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C438. B5N1 strain contours for εxy at 263 lb. load, just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C439. B5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 327 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C440. B5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 263 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C441. B5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 327 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C442. B5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 263 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
280 
Figure C443. B5N1 image just after initial failure, front 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C444. B5N1 image just after maximum load, front 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C446. B5N1 strain contours for εxx at 263 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C448. B5N1 strain contours for εyy at 263 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C450. B5N1 strain contours for εxy at 263 lb. load, just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC 
data. 
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Figure C451. B5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 327 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C452. B5N1 strain contours for maximum principal strain at 263 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C453. B5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 327 lb. load, prior to initial 




Figure C454. B5N1 strain contours for minimum principal strain at 263 lb. load, just after initial 
failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
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Figure C455. B5N1 image just after initial failure, back 12MP VIC data. 
Figure C456. B5N1 image just after maximum load, back 12MP VIC data. 
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B5N2 
This section presents the test data for the B5N2 test article. 



















Figure C458. B5N2 load vs. strain, initial loading. 












































This section presents the test data for the B5N3 test article. 


















Figure C461. B5N3 load vs. strain, initial loading. 
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